
‘So lightweight, yet durable; you
will not notice it in your pocket’

The Boilex™ Pyramid stove is a flat packed stove that is lightweight 
and simply folds out to form an ideal stove for personal cooking. 

Made of lightweight yet durable Aluminium, it is small in size and easy 
to use in any environment. Designed to work with one Zip™ Cooking Fuel 
c26g wrapped cube to heat water in an individual mug or small pot. At 
c17g for a foldable disposable (c5 uses) Aluminium foil stove and c50g 
for a hinged Aluminium stove (multiple uses), this is the ideal pocket 
sized stove for everyone.

To use, simply fold out the sides along the hinges or folds, wrap around 
to make a pyramid shape and fasten one end into the other by carefully 
inserting the pin into the hinge.

A stove can be used with one Zip™ Cooking Fuel c26g wrapped cube
to heat 500ml of water with a clean blue flame, bringing to boil 
in c10 minutes*. Any small amounts of combustion deposits 
on the stove are non-transferable, enabling it to be repacked 
into pockets or rucksacks without staining/sooting other items.

The solid sides of the Boilex™ Pyramid stove provide valuable flame 
protection from the wind and help to disguise the visibility of the flame 
inside, should this be required when used on military manoeuvres. It is 
also suitable for use in all weather conditions and in all climates, 
including desert, arctic and jungle.

The Boilex™ Pyramid stoves are available as individual units or are 
pre-packed with a supply of Zip™ Cooking Fuel c26g wrapped cubes to 
create ‘ready to go’ cooking systems.
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Boilex™ Pyramid Stove

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Fuel burns clean with no combustion deposit (soot) 
(in still conditions)

Designed for mugs / small pots / mess tins

 Ideal for 1-2 people

Simply folds out into a stove

 Lightweight and easy to carry

Not classified as hazardous / suitable for
air transportation

 Designed to boil      500ml of water with one fuel cube

 Durable and long lasting

 Handle of mug / small pot / mess tin will not heat up

 Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
(providing adequate ventilation)

Low cost

Can be parachute dropped
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The Boilex™ Pyramid Foil Stove

Material  Aluminium foil

Weight of stove c17g

Stove carries     500ml of water

Number of uses c5 – 8

Dimensions  80mm x 120mm x 10mm (when folded for storage | fig.1) 

  80mm x 120mm x 1mm (flat | fig.2)

Recommended fuel Zip™ Cooking Fuel c26g wrapped cube

 MODELS & KEY FACTS

NB: Options available in coated mild steel should such format be required.

Blue flame = clean burn 
(no transferable 

combustion deposits)

The Boilex™ Pyramid Stove

Material  Aluminium

Weight of stove c50g

Stove carries      500ml of water

Number of uses c25

Dimensions  80mm x 80mm x 15mm (when folded for storage | fig.1) 

  80mm x 120mm x 4mm (flat | fig.2)

Recommended fuel Zip™ Cooking Fuel c26g wrapped cube

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
•Boilex™ Pyramid Foil Stove – Individually bulk packed
•Boilex™ Pyramid Stove – Individually bulk packed
•Boilex™ Pyramid Stove + 4 Zip™ Cooking Fuel cubes
•Boilex™ Pyramid Stove + 8 Zip™ Cooking Fuel cubes

PYRAMID STOVE ASSEMBLY & USAGE
Fig.1 Fig.2

Fig.3 Fig.4

Handle placed over 
pilot hole to stay cool 
and maximise heat 
transfer to receptacle 
from exhaust gases

Fuel burns in 
The Combustion 
Zone

Exhaust gasses are 
released through 
The Exhaust Zone

1. Remove flat packed stove from packaging.
2. Pull out the stove along the hinges or folds.
3. Fold around to make a pyramid and hook one end into the other.
4. Place on a flat surface, ensure any gaps to the ground are sealed 

with earth or sand to optimise performance.
          
  

5. Place a ZipTM wrapped cube centrally in the stove with the seam facing
upwards and light. After 30 to 60 seconds place the mug/mess tin
centrally on the stove with the handles over or opposite the ignition
hole so handles remain cool. It will burn with a clean flame.

6. Bring to the boil and extinguish by smothering with water, sand or earth 
once completed. One cube should boil 500ml of water in c10 minutes and 
maintain a rolling boil for over c5 minutes, as shown in the graph opposite. 

Draws clean air in 
through the bottom 
vents near the fuel – 
The Fuel Zone

Simply folds open, 
lightweight
and easy to carry

Dimensions 80mm x 80mm x 15mm Dimensions 80mm x 120mm x 4mm

Standard Brands (UK) Ltd, 4 Cleeve Court, Cleeve Road, Leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 7SD, UK. 
Tel: +44 (0)1372 360 833 • Mob: +44 (0) 7808 761114 • Fax: +44 (0)1372 360 996

Email: enquiries@standard-brands.com • Visit: boilexcookingsystems.com
Contacts: Keiron Francis, Terry Coates

Zip, the Heart logo and Boilex are registered trademarks and used under licence.
Stove patent and design protection applied for.

* In still weather conditions.

Zip™ & Boilex™ CLEAN COOKING SYSTEMS

Indoor burn under ambient laboratory conditions
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Hexamine Fuel

MpZi ™ ilitary Cooking Fuel

Water boils quicker and longer!

• Hexamine has inferior
 ignition and burn 
 development as well as
 a shorter burn time

• More fuel is needed 
 to cook food

• Zip™ Military Cooking
 Fuel heats the water
 faster than Hexamine

• Soldiers can heat
 their food quicker at
 a higher temperature
 for longer using less 
 fuel cubes 

Boilex Cooking Systems


